STANDARD PACKING OF STEEL SHEETS IN BUNDLES ON LOOSE TIMBERS

THE SIDASTICO STANDARD FOR PACKING OF STEEL SHEETS IS IN BUNDLES BOUND WITH METALS STRAPS AND STACKED ON LOOSE TIMBERS

The standard packing provided by Sidastico, whose cost is included in the quoted price, is the following:

• steel sheets are packed in bundles bound with metal straps sized 19x0.8mm, according to norm ASTM A700-5, pag.29, fig.61;
• weight of each bundles between 2 and 4 tons, based on thickness and length of the plates;
• bundles are stacked on loose timbers sized 35x60mm, placed in the sense of the width of the bundle, approximately one timber per each linear meter of the length of the bundle.

Please note that Sidastico’s standard packing does not include any side/strap protections, nor any other type of wrapping and that the weight of all packing materials and timbers is always invoiced as shipping weight.

DISCLAIMER: while great care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of all information contained in this document, Sidastico S.p.A. hereby disclaims any and all responsibility or liability that may be asserted or claimed arising from, or claimed to have arisen from, reliance upon the use or the interpretation of this document by any person. This document may be subject to change at any time without warning.